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NOMENCLATURE

\( cp \)  \quad \text{control point}

\( cp^j \)  \quad \text{initial control set}

\( cp^{j+1} \)  \quad \text{new set of control points}

\( cp_{\text{thickness}} \)  \quad \text{thickness of control point}

\( E \)  \quad \text{modulus of elasticity}

\( f \)  \quad \text{fitness or object function}

\( k_s \)  \quad \text{spring stiffness}

\( K_{\text{tot}} \)  \quad \text{stiffness matrix representing both mechanism and the external springs}

\( M \)  \quad \text{mass}

\( S \)  \quad \text{subdivision matrix}

\( t \)  \quad \text{thickness}

\( u \)  \quad \text{vector of nodal displacement}

\( u_o \)  \quad \text{scalar output displacement in the direction of the spring}

\( W_i \)  \quad \text{strain energy in the system}

\( W_o \)  \quad \text{work out of the system}

\( \delta \)  \quad \text{deflection}

\( \sigma \)  \quad \text{stress}
1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, structural synthesis problems are formulated by shape, size, and/or topology. Shape formulations change the boundary of the device or specific members to achieve a desired effect. Size optimization varies the thickness or width of specific elements to acquire a better solution. Topology formulations optimally distribute solid and void material over the fixed design space. This is the typical way of parameterizing the topology optimization problems.\textsuperscript{1–5} The majority of the optimization tools commonly used share the same general process. They define the design parameters as a discretization of the design space, and then the discretized areas are characteristically assigned density parameter values corresponding to no material or material state at a point in the continuum (or apply relaxation by defining a range of values for the discrete density parameters to exist). A gradient-based or genetic algorithm (GA) optimization problem is then constructed, based on an objective function with associated constraints that attempt to combine in an optimal method, minimal mass, deflection, and stress. The objective function is evaluated using finite element analysis (FEA) on the candidate topology within the discretized design space. The sensitivity derivative calculation is expedited with the use of a constant-size stiffness matrix.

Current research efforts have focused their attention within this procedural framework, modifying components of this process, such as the objective function formulation, the type of objective function evaluation used, or the optimization techniques employed. Many researchers choose to employ the method of parameter relaxation at this point in the design process by replacing the discrete valued parameters with defined parameters over a range. Parameter relaxation is used to find a more optimum solution to the problem; it is commonly applied to density values or spatial parameters over the discrete areas. For the density relaxation, a penalty scheme is then frequently exploited to suppress the intermediate density parameters by removing low, unused densities to produce a design that is more concrete.

Proposed here is a thickness relaxation scheme applied to a control point parameterization using subdivision. This control point parameterization, first demonstrated by Hull and Canfield,\textsuperscript{1} defines the design domain in terms of control meshes. Using this parameterization, relaxation is implemented and parameter suppression-focused penalty schemes are avoided. A brief review of relaxation pertaining to compliant mechanism (CM) design problems is presented next.
2. RELAXATION

Relaxation of the design parameters in structural problems is used to improve the optimality of a solution when compared to the traditional constant thickness problems. This relaxation of the constant thickness design parameter transfers the problem from a discrete to a continuous mathematical programming problem. In addition to changing the nature of the optimization problem, relaxation of the variables also demonstrates the ability to use alternate materials or material properties over the design space to achieve added functionality. The literature demonstrates that the 0-1 (void-full) discrete topology optimization problems, absent of parameter relaxation, lack optimum solutions in general. This is due to the radical change in the efficiency measure with the introduction of relaxed intermediate variables. Often the relaxation principle is applied to composites to allow for the anisotropic properties of the design material. The relaxation process applied generally for structural design problems uses a $\rho$-type method (relax on a single parameter) or homogenization method (relax on multiple parameters and then find average constitutive parameters of the more complex material description). The foremost motivation for using relaxation of the design parameters here is to produce a greater convergence of the solutions.

Many researchers apply relaxation techniques to CM or structural design problems. Saxena uses a multiple material approach by relaxing the discrete density variable, giving a proportional value. He uses this approach for multimaterial design without increasing the number of design parameters. Borvall and Petersson and Jog and Haber use density relaxation for structural design. This technique is demonstrated on discrete elements in figure 1. Poulson relaxes density parameters and constraint values for design of CMs. Although many researchers are using density relaxation, it is well known that the relaxed density parameter CM design problems do not lead to useful designs. Based on that assumption, several researchers have developed specific techniques to suppress intermediary density variables either during or after optimization. Lau et al. applied such a penalty scheme and Zhou and Rozvany used the SIMP technique.

![Figure 1. Density relaxed values for structural design problem—variable densities represented by variable shades.](image)
Another method for relaxing design variables in CM design problems is to hold the material properties constant but change the sizes or shapes of the discrete elements on the macro scale. A method called restriction is used to keep any design variable changes in a discrete range. Similar to density relaxation, researchers use this method to expand the range of optimum solutions through the introduction of a geometric optimal variable. One advantage of this method is that it is relatively simple to solve. The technique offered in this Technical Publication (TP) relaxes the thickness variable on the discretized control points, subdivides the model, and produces a manufacturable design with isotropic material without the need for any penalization scheme or modification of the final design. Node wandering is another topic for relaxation of design variables, which will not be reviewed in this TP.

This TP is based largely on a previous paper by the author; a brief review of that work is provided here. Hull and Canfield proposed approaching the CM design problem with an alternate design space parameterization through control meshes. Then, the geometric refinement technique of subdivision was applied over the design space that created a solid model representation. This control point discretization scheme easily converts the given set of design parameters to a solid model for direct analysis and manufacture without user translation. Hull and Canfield use the geometric subdivision technique to define a smooth curve or surface as the limit of a sequence of successive refinements while also removing singularity points, high stress anomalies from checkerboard patterns, and distinctive high stress concentrations from “block” discretizations. This same parameterization will be used here, but the two-dimensional subdivision method will be extended to three-dimensional space.

In this TP, topology synthesis of structures is performed using thickness relaxation and three-dimensional geometric subdivision with GA optimization. This problem is formulated as follows: The design space is discretized with a control mesh parameterization, followed by thickness parameter relaxation, then objective function definition, three-dimensional subdivision implementation, objective function evaluation using a commercial FEA program, and last, optimization through GAs. This procedure is applied, focusing on the alternate designs created by relaxing the spatial parameter thickness. In addition, it will be shown that relaxation of certain parameters may extend the range of problems that can be addressed; e.g., in permitting limited out-of-plane motion for a path generation problem for the nonsymmetric subdivision problem.
3. PROBLEM FORMULATION

The traditional design space parameterization for structural design problems is posed in a void-full form, such that density parameters assume discrete values, indicating a material or no material state. Relaxation is often applied to the discrete density parameters during optimization, resulting in a more optimum topology that possesses discretized regions with variable densities. In the essence and purpose of density relaxation, a thickness relaxation scheme with subdivision is presented here. The thickness parameter is relaxed over the discretized control points in the design space; then, geometric smoothing is performed over the variable control point thicknesses.

The classical structural design problem is optimized using a fixed stiffness matrix. The designer defines the constant stiffness matrix prior to optimization that is used throughout the search for an optimum design. Parameter relaxation is easily implemented by varying global stiffness values, such as density and modulus, on a discrete level. Proposed here is a solid model representation of the structural design, which results in a specific stiffness matrix with each design throughout the optimization process. Relaxation of the thickness parameter is applied over each design. This solid model representation is achieved through the control point discretization and subdivision refinement.

3.1 Control Point Introduction and Parameterization Scheme

There are many different discretization schemes used to formulate the structural design problems. Parsons and Canfield offer a frame element discretization, while Hull and Canfield, Yin and Ananthasuresh, Fanjoy and Crossley, and Poulson offer a discretized block element topology. A reference-based discretization is offered by Zhou and Rozvany, and Saxena and Saxena present a honeycomb discretization area. Presented here is a control mesh parameterization.

The control mesh parameterization used in this research facilitates conversion of the design parameters (information about the control points) to a solid model in a standard form for later analysis or manufacture. This transition provides a high-level definition of the solid model ready for prototype fabrication with a limited number of design parameters. Each structural design throughout the optimization process is presented as a solid model description with a high level of resolution and definition by use of subdivision. The control point design parameter space provides a description of the topology, shape, size, and material properties of a potential structural design. The solid model description, translated from control mesh to solid model through subdivision, is accepted by commercially available FEA, CAD, and CNC software. The solid model implementation to commercial FEA programs in batch mode facilitates an efficient modeling of the material elastic deformation, while a representation of the design in this form permits direct manufacture through numerical-controlled machining. The solid model definition also eliminates the numerical problems that frequently occur in structural design problems, including FEA checkerboard anomalies, high stress regions, and mesh dependency.

The control points in this parameterization scheme are equally spaced over the design space in the x, y, and z coordinates according to the divisions specified in the problem definition. This discretization
of the structural design space is unique because the control meshes that assemble this parameterization contain specific material properties, position, and boundary information. This information is used in the transition to a solid model description. The material properties potentially include modulus, Poisson’s ratio, thermal conductivity, etc. The control mesh parameterization applied is specifically a single-layer, three-dimensional parameterization of the design space. The boundary information found at each control mesh quantifies the existence of surrounding discrete areas with uniform thickness (40 control points characterized into six node types, shown in fig. 2).

The chosen control mesh design space parameterization and subsequent solid model definition through three-dimensional geometric subdivision has many implications on the structural design problem it is used to facilitate. The subdivision step in the design process is discussed in section 3.4. Next is the discussion of thickness relaxation at the control points.

### 3.2 Thickness Parameter Relaxation

The method of relaxation is commonly applied to the initial design parameters of a structural design problem to transfer the problem from a discrete to a continuous mathematical programming problem. Also, by changing the disposition of the synthesis problem, relaxation displays the ability to model alternate materials and geometric properties within the design parameters. Relaxation of the design parameters is often performed on the discrete element density parameters because it is well known that the binary \{0-1\} topology optimization problems lack optimum solutions.

The control mesh discretized CM problem described by Hull and Canfield\(^1\) constrains the thickness variable to two parameters, either zero or one as shown below, where the optimization problem is given as follows:

Minimize: \( f(cp) \)
Subject to: \( cp_{\text{thickness}} = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix} \).

Hull and Canfield demonstrate an optimal solution using control meshes;\(^1\) however, as shown in figure 3(a), each design is held to a constant thickness. A benefit to this method is that the design is readily manufactured with a two-axis CNC; conversely, a significantly improved solution is available using a variable thickness. Relaxation of the thickness parameter enables the optimal CM synthesis problem to reach a greater level of optimal designs unavailable to the unrelaxed problem. Relaxation of the thickness parameter at the control points is formulated as follows:

Minimize: \( f(cp) \)

Subject to: \( 0 \leq cp_{\text{thickness}} \leq 1 \).

A comparison of the unrelaxed thickness problem to the relaxed thickness problems at the control points is given in figure 3.

Figure 3. Control meshes: (a) traditional binary discretized design space with varying density values and (b) control point averaged discretized design space with varying thickness.

A vector of 20 thickness values at the control points creates the relaxed thickness design shown in figure 3(b). Likewise, figure 1 demonstrates the binary parameterization by either material or no material states with relaxed density values, while this traditional design space is given as a set 12 of density values. In addition to the thickness relaxation problem, it will be shown that relaxation of certain parameters also extends the range of problems that can be addressed; e.g., in permitting limited out-of-plane motion. This is discussed further in the subdivision section.

### 3.3 Objective Function Definition

#### 3.3.1 Structures

There are many fitness functions available for topology optimization problems. Two common objective function types will be described in this TP—minimal mass with stress and deflection constraints—for structures, and minimal strain energy for CMs.
3.3.1.1 Structural Objective Functions. A common fitness or objective function for structural problems follows the precedent of designing a structure for minimal mass ($M$) while maintaining certain deflection ($\delta$) and stress ($\sigma$) constraints. The objective function formulation is given as follows:
\[
\text{Objective} = M \times \delta_{\text{(constraint)}} \times \sigma_{\text{(constraint)}}. \tag{1}
\]
Each design problem has an allowable deflection and stress.

3.3.1.2 Compliant Mechanism Objective—Strain Energy. The fitness or objective function for this problem will follow the precedent of designing for flexibility as well as stiffness. While many objective functions have been defined and could be implemented, a measure defined in Parsons and Canfield is applied here. For this function, a measure of flexibility is defined as the total work in the output spring ($W_o$):
\[
W_o = \text{sign}(u_o) \times \frac{1}{2} \times k_s \times u_o^2, \tag{2}
\]
where $u_o$ is the scalar output displacement in the direction of the spring and $k_s$ is the spring stiffness. The measure of stiffness will be defined as the strain energy in the system ($W_i$):
\[
W_i = \frac{1}{2} \times u^T \times K_{\text{tot}} \times u, \tag{3}
\]
where $u$ is the vector of nodal displacements and $K_{\text{tot}}$ is the stiffness matrix representing both the mechanism and the external springs. The objective function that maximizes the output energy while minimizing total strain energy in the mechanism is then given as
\[
f = \frac{\text{sign}(u_o) \times \frac{1}{2} \times k_s \times u_o^2}{\frac{1}{2} \times u^T \times K_{\text{tot}} \times u}, \tag{4}
\]
where $f$ is the fitness or objective function.

3.4 Formulation of the Three-Dimensional Subdivision Scheme

Subdivision is a “corner cutting” technique used to describe smooth curves or surfaces; the initial idea is traceable to the early 1940s. However, the concrete formulation for surface modeling using subdivision was offered in two papers by Doo and Sabin and Catmull and Clark, each offering their respective subdivision schemes. All subdivided surfaces begin with some type of polygonal surface, referred to as the initial surface. This surface of polygonal faces is subdivided into supplementary polygons. In this TP, all polygons used are quadrilaterals. This method of geometric surface refinement is widely used in animated features such as “A Bug’s Life” and “Toy Story.” This surface refinement method offers a modeling approach for structural topology problems that holds several benefits, including efficiency, compact support, local definition, affined invariance, simplicity, and definable continuity of the surface.
There are many subdivision schemes available. The method used here is fundamentally based on the Doo and Sabin scheme.\(^{15}\) This scheme is a stationary subdivision method (constant weightings) generating a C\(^1\) continuous surface from an arbitrary mesh. The process starts with an initial control mesh, given as a set of equally spaced control points \((cp)\), defined by the specified division of the design space. The three-dimensional subdivision scheme classifies the initial control points into several categories as shown in figure 2. The six classes (a to f) are given by the vector of control points \((cp)\), shown in equation (5):

\[
 cp_i = \begin{cases} 
 \text{type a} \\
 \text{type b} \\
 \text{type c} \\
 \text{type d} \\
 \text{type e} \\
 \text{type f} 
\end{cases}, \quad \forall i, \quad i = 1 \quad n. \tag{5}
\]

These classified control points contain averaged or subdivided information, including position coordinates, material properties, and boundary classification. This control point classification scheme is directly dependent upon the orientation and number of vertices, as shown in figure 2. The control points \((cp)\) are modified at successive steps to create a new set of control points \((cp)\). This numerical refinement is performed by multiplying \((cp)\) by a subdivision matrix \((S)\) as shown here:

\[
 \begin{pmatrix} 
 cp_0^{j+1} \\
 cp_1^{j+1} \\
 \vdots \\
 cp_n^{j+1} 
\end{pmatrix} = S \begin{pmatrix} 
 cp_0^j \\
 cp_1^j \\
 \vdots \\
 cp_n^j 
\end{pmatrix} \tag{6}
\]

The initial control set \((cp)\) describes the design parameter space, while the final control set \((cp)\) describes the solid model space. The subdivision matrix \((S)\) is a matrix of weightings that define the creation of \((cp)\). It is the relationship between the initial control points and the subdivided control points. The subdivision matrix used in this TP is defined here. This matrix is determined by the authors’ preference for subdivision weightings:

\[
 S = \begin{pmatrix} 
 1/4 & 1/8 & 1/8 & 1/8 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 1/16 \\
 3/8 & 3/16 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 0 & 0 \\
 3/8 & 3/16 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 \\
 3/8 & 1/16 & 3/8 & 0 & 1/16 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 \\
 3/8 & 1/16 & 0 & 3/8 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 \\
 3/8 & 0 & 1/8 & 1/8 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 & 0 & 1/16 \\
 1/4 & 1/4 & 1/4 & 0 & 0 & 1/4 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
 1/4 & 1/4 & 0 & 1/4 & 0 & 0 & 1/4 & 0 & 0 \\
 1/4 & 0 & 1/4 & 0 & 1/4 & 0 & 0 & 1/4 & 0 \\
 1/4 & 0 & 0 & 1/4 & 1/4 & 0 & 0 & 1/4 & 0 
\end{pmatrix}. \tag{7}
\]
The total volume charted by the initial control points is larger than the shape defined by the subdivided control points. This is called the approximating subdivision method. The case where the subdivided shape is larger than the unsubdivided shape is the interpolating method. The approximating scheme is demonstrated in figure 4.

Figure 4. Single subdivided block.

Figure 5(a) displays a thickness relaxed control point discretization of the design space while (b) demonstrates a three-dimensional, subdivided solid model of the topology.

The foundation for the subdivision method is spline curves; however, subdivision differs in that it produces information of the definite surface as a sequence of control points. Requirements on $S$ include eigenvectors to form a basis when the first eigenvalue is equal to 1 and the remainder less than 1.

Figure 5. Design space and topology: (a) control point averaged discretized design space with varying thickness and (b) a three-dimensional, subdivided solid model of the topology.

The original set of control points are defined as the design parameters. The subdivision matrix for a three-dimensional surface mapped volume, similar to the two-dimensional method defined by Hull and Canfield,\(^1\) creates a new point for every control point, line, and face. For example, given the block in figure 4, there are 8 control points, 12 lines, and 6 control meshes. Totaling these parameters gives the sum of 26 new subdivided control points.
3.5 Control Point Orientation Alternatives

The geometric refinement of the thickness relaxed structural problem is described in section 3.3. The subdivision method uses a weighting matrix, when applied on the control points, creates a new set of control points representing a solid model. Discussed here are the initial control point orientation alternatives and the effect they have on final solid model shape, specifically the nonsymmetric and symmetric problems as shown in figure 6.

![Image of control point orientation alternatives](image)

Figure 6. Control point orientation: (a) nonsymmetric and (b) symmetric.

Three solid model orientations are available for optimization and can be evaluated from a post-subdivision model—the nonsymmetric, flat-sided, and symmetric solid model. The nonsymmetric model permits out-of-plane motion of the structural design. This may be used in a path generation problem. Using this control point orientation allows the user to objectively design a structure or CM that moves in a third-dimensional direction. This is due to the nonsymmetric mass placements as shown in figure 7(a). The flat-side control point orientation is a full subdivision problem with one side flattened for designing a structure for application on a surface, shown in figure 7(b). Finally, the symmetric orientation problem constrains motions to a path similar to the nonrelaxed problem, where symmetry exists about an xy-plane, demonstrated in figure 7(c).

![Image of post-subdivision model orientation](image)

Figure 7. Postsubdivision model orientation: (a) nonsymmetric, (b) flat-sided, and (c) symmetric.

Presented in this TP are several examples following the symmetric problem and a specific application to the flat-side and nonsymmetric problem.
3.6 Genetic Algorithm Search Method

Genetic algorithm optimization is a highly suitable method for the optimal design of structures. Algorithms of this nature are guided random searches and therefore remove the requirement for gradient derivations. This permits a decidedly diverse choice of possible objective functions. Genetic algorithms possess many advantageous qualities, such as the ability to handle both convex and nonconvex objective functions and finding an optimal family of solutions. These benefits give the designer greater freedom to select the final design. A disadvantage is that genetic algorithms are costly to use due to high computation time and convergence performance that is complicated to predict.

In this work, a combination of large population, sufficient mutation rate, and stochastically-selected initial states were used to help guarantee a solution near the global optimum. If a more globally optimal solution is desired beyond that selected by the GA, a hybrid GA could be used. Further discussion of GAs as applied to topology optimization can be found in Hull and Canfield.¹

3.7 Example Designs

Section 3.7 demonstrates the use of subdivision as part of the structural/compliant mechanisms design optimization tool. To perform this demonstration, an example that is common to the CM design literature is selected for analysis here—compliant inverter. This example is a common design problem in CM optimization. It is chosen to demonstrate the design tool implementation over CM topologies that possess compliant flexural joints.

3.7.1 Compliant Inverter

The design domain for the compliant inverter is shown in figure 8. Pin boundary conditions are utilized at the upper and lower lefthand corners. This problem is discretized with finite blocks as shown. The design parameters given for this problem are as follows: Design space size is 4 in × 2 in; the thickness (t) equals 0.1 in; the design parameter mesh size is 0.25 in × 0.25 in; the modulus of elasticity (E) is 83,000 psi; the FEA element type is eight-node structural solid; input force (FIN) is 50 lb; and the spring stiffness (k) is 5 in-lb. The results from this problem are shown in figure 9 (half of the symmetric gripper shown). Figure 10 shows the subdivided topology and strain plot of subdivided topology.
Figure 8. Symmetric inverter problem.

Figure 9. Isometric view of compliant inverter: (a) optimal block topology and (b) subdivided topology.
3.8 Truss

The design domain for a truss is shown in figure 11; pin boundary conditions are found on the left side of the design. This problem is discretized with finite blocks as shown. The design parameters given for this problem are the design space size = 720 in × 360 in; the thickness, \( t = 0.1 \) in; the design parameter mesh size = 15.6 in × 15.6 in; \( E = 83,000 \) psi; FEA element type = 8 node structural solid; and input force, \( P_1 = P_2 = 1,000 \) lb. The results from this problem are shown in figure 12.
The truss problem demonstrated above is a difficult problem to solve due to the immense size of the design region. The design region for this problem is as follows: topology design region: $246 \times 23 = 2^{186}$, relaxed thickness design region yields (applied on the control points with an 8-bit number defining the range) $47 \times 24^{256}$. A design region of such an immense size creates a problem very difficult to solve. Each design FEA evaluation takes $\approx 7$ min using a Linux dual 3.8 GHz, 8 Gb ram, scsi computer. The above solution was arrived at through 5 mo of continuous calculations.
4. CONCLUSIONS

One of the significant results of the relaxation process offered in this TP is that direct manufacturability of the optimized design will be maintained without the need for designer intervention or translation. While the relaxed problems are not readily manufactured on a CNC, they are in a numeric form that is readily acceptable by a rapid prototyping, ultrasonic object consolidation, stereo lithography, or any other three-dimensional fabrication machine.

The future holds great promise for solving problems with such immense design regions and evaluation times as the truss example. Hopefully, this design tool will be fully utilized when the computing power is developed.
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